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changes produced by an extensive earthflow located near the ghost
town of Gothic, Colorado.
The earthflow resulted from the presence of excessive water
combined with certain topographic, climatic, lithologic, strati-·
graphic, and structural conditions. Initial movement was sudden
and catastrophic and ·only minor modifications of the mass have
occurred since. 1923 has been established as the date of occurrence by mutually corroborative evidence supplied by local information, climatic data, and tree-ring analysis.
·
Microclimatic data show negligible differences in atmospheric
conditions over the earthflow but confirm the high precipitation
and evaporation rates, arid extreme maximum-minimum temperature range known for the general region. Edaphic conditions - ·
degree of stability, varying degrees of disintegration of the parent
shale material, and progressive stages of soil development_:_ play
important roles in determining the distribution of the plant com~
munities.
Emphasis in the vegetational study was placed upon the distri-•
bution and composition of the communities as determined by mapping and quantitative analysis. Eight xeric communities were recognized and their successional relations determined. There are
three pioneer communities: the Senecio atratus community occurs·
on-rock and soil talus; Rosa Fendleri forms one on both stable and
unstable shale as does Chaenactis Douglasii, which. composes the
pioneer community of the main successional line. The Chaenactis
community is succeeded by a Chaenactis-perennial forb community,
which in turn is replaced by a perennial forb community as the
shale is progressively broken down. After soil development, the
successional line- bifurcates - an Artemisia tridentata community
occurring on dry sites and a. perennial grass community on mesic
ones. There is some indication that the-perennial grass community
is succeeded by a Festuca Thurberi grassland climax.
Permanent quadrats were established in order that future data
may be obtained which will confirm or modify the present- conclusions.
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Too many students in biology see only one goal-,- medicine. All
too frequently after painful and-futile attempts to get into a medical school, the disappointed pre-medic seeks refuge in being a
biology major. Actually, too few talented students are attracted to
the science of life. ·why this situation exists and what we can do
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about it is a problem that we as teachers and also we who are tak' ing an active part in the work of biology must consider.
When a student challenges us with such. questions as: "But.
what can I do in biology?" "What can I do other than teach?"
are we ready with information or ·can we guide them sufficiently?
Going back to the pre-medic, we find another serious .difficulty.
He has had rp.edicine as his one goal, and no incentive whatever to
study biology, p.oi very little interest in that subject other than a
. means to aµ end. Yet, we are faced with the problem of instilling
: some spark in him. Often these young people are "dead wood"
staying in biology simply because it happens to be the easiest way
to get through and perhaps teach.
My particul[!.r purpose at this time is to emphasize what you
as scientists, research workers, and educators already know, that
here in Minnesota there is not only a need for all of us to assist
in any action for more Ph.D.'s, and particularly· in the biological
field, but also that we do have opportunities to -help personally in
spite of' our own busy schedules. ·
· Medicine is naturally the strongest magnet. Its rewards are well
publicized; its glamour is well portrayed. It is constantly .kept in
the public eye. Minnesota particularly has been a torch bearer,
with the University. of Minnesota an outstanding· contributor to
medicine. But the minds of- many of our youth must 'be turned
from medicine. It would seem plausible to weed out a number of
students much earlier in their college careers than is being done at
the present time. ,We can give them ample chance to learn more
about the related fields of biology.
.
.
. Suppose the young man starts out as a biology major. Are we
doing our part in stimulating such an interest in _the work that it
attracts hi~ to this field as a profession with an appeal equal to
to that of the medical school? We might try to have our freshmen
realize that well-trained people are needed more today than ten
years ago, and that the competition tliey- have to meet is much_
greater. Today a larger percentage of Americans possess a JVIaster's
d~gree and -as a result the possession of a Ph.D, is more important
than ever. For example, at the University of Minnesota the approximate ratio of Master's degrees to Ph.D. degrees is seven to one, ·
whereas in 1940 it was four to one,·the number of doctorates being
- · approximately the same in number. True, a part of this condition
is due to a temporary influence, but an increased enrollment for
Master's work seems p~i-manent. .
·
We know from the report of the President's Commission on
Higher Education that there is a great need for Ph.D.'s and our
Minnesota youth have much greater advantages through our state.
facilities. There are thirty-five approved institutions· of learning,
yet here "for every gifted student who goes to· college in Minnesota there is one. that does not." The report, "Tomorrow's Re-
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sources" by tlie Minnesota Commission on Higher Education,
shows that although Minnesota is well aware of the demand for
better-trained people, and also recognizes the shortages in scientific research, medicine, nursing, and pharmacy, this state ranks
seventh from the bottom in its percentage of seventeen and eighteenyear olds who are enjoying the privilege of a high school education. The report warns that our talented youth are being drained
fi·om the agricultural field. This, it points out, is serious since
state employs one-third of its labor in agriculture, and with the
development of better machinery the demand becomes increasingly
greater for talented well-trained youth ,yho need to keep Minnesota's agricultural wealth.
But, what are the opportunities for biology majors? Far from
the well-defined requirements in medicine, we have the too little
known biological fields. 1Minnesota ranks high among the first eight
states in agriculture, but the vital fields of agronomy, soil science,
economic agriculture, and plant pathology are so little known that
many of our students fail to recognize such terminologies. We have
too frequently overlooked th~ natme of these fields and quite gen' erally by~passed their highly important contributions. It is our
respc;msibility to define and to broadcast the possibilities of_ these
and many other related biological outlets.
.
Furthermore, it is our responsibility to. stimulate interest in
research by assisting students ,vith their individual investigations
and by encouraging them to work out original techniques. If we
are unable to show examples of our own efforts in research,. we
should exer~ every effort to arrange observational field trips to laboratories where research is in- progress. At the same time, we should\
direct attention toward possible sources of scholarships, fellow-·
s}:iips, assistantships, and grants.
·
•
It might be well for us to acquaint ourselves with the progress ,
· in our leading universities in the various branches of biology so that
we can tell our students where they can get the very best training.
An interesting graduate school is that of the U. S. Department of
Agriculture established in 1922. Last year it boasted 4000 graduate students. Young people may wqrk for a while in the Department then gain a release for advanced study. Under the ResearchIntern Program of this Department, opportunities are given to ,
qualified graduate students and to faculty members for valuable
research experiments, in most cases under excellent conditions. The Federal Security Agency -under the Public Health Service of the
National Institute of Health has published information concerning research grants and fellowships available. In the Division of
Research for July 1947 to July 1948, there were 470 Fellows. The
University of Minnesota had a share in these Fellowships. Congress
has recognized a need for worthwhile research, for in 1946 it ap. propriated $917,000 and in 1949 it raised the amount to $7,778,000.

our
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We should have a deeper realization of the many opportunities ·
we have of passing on our rich heritage to others; to have a part
in helping others to enjoy the things we do; to share the satisfaction of. research.
·
WORKING BJBLIOGRAPHY FOR ADVISERS AND STUDENTS
An Outlook for Women in the Biological Scienc~. Bulletin 223, U. S. Department of
Labor .
.. Biological Work as a Career .. Institute for Research, Chicago.
Bios Vocational Series. Reprints from Bios, the Beta Beta Beta Biology Fraternity
J:ournals, Mount Vernon, Iowa.
·
Dictionary of Occupational Titles. Published, by Division of O,ccupational Analysis,
U. S. Employment Service, Second Edition. 1949. ·
Forrester, Gertrude. Occupations. H. W. Wilson Company, New York. 1946. ·
·
-This book contains a wealth of source material'in its selected list of pamphlets.
Guthrie, W. S. Applications to the Professional-School~ and Colleges for the Fall Term,
'1948. Published by the College of Art and Sciences, Ohio State University. ,
Handbook of Description of Specialized Fields. U. S. Government. Orde~ from the
, Superiritendent of DoGuments, Washington, D.C.
.
This is available to government agencies, libraries, and educational organizations.
Lehigh University Career Leaflets.
',
The one on careers in biology is a single sheet that is not only interesting and instructive reading hut gives the facilities at Lehigh _to pursue such careers.
·
List of the Trade and Professional Associations of the U. S.
·
Order from the Superintendent of Docu1!1ents1 Washington, D.C.
National Roster of Scientific and Specialized Personnel, Description of Professions in
Science. U. S. Department of Labor.
_
Occupational Briefs. Prepared- hy the National Roster of Scientific and Specialized
Personnel for the War Department.
·
. '
.
These include opportunity outlook summary, earnings, qualifications, and 'train-_
ing, and refer to many biological and related science occupations.
Occupational Index Inc. Quarterly published hy New York University.
Appraisal abstracts of available literature on. various occupations and occupational abstracts are also available.
·
Occupational Information. Comp., Dr. Willis Duggan, University of Minnesota Summer Session. 1947 ..
Occupational Information and Guidance Service. Reference Manual. Minnesota State
Department of Education, Vocational Division. 1948.
Occupational Outline Handbook. U.S. Department of Labor..
Qccupational Planning for College-Women. Published by Stephens College, Columbia,
Mo.1945.
'
·
Occupations fo~ Girls and Women. Bui. 229, Women's Bureau of the U. S. Department
of Labor:
Opportunities for Career Service. Published by-the U.S. Department of Agriculture.
Pamphlets of the' Minnesota State Civil Service Department, State Office' Building,·
· St. Paul, Minn.
:
_
·
Pollac_k, P. Careers in Science. E. P. Dutton and Co.-, Inc. 1945.
Prosser and Palmer. Life Adj:ust~;ent Series: Information Book, pelecting an Occupation. McKnight and McKnight, Bloomington, Ill. 1936.
·
·
Science Research Associates pamphlets. Chicago.
'The Choice of an Occupation. Department of Personnel Study, Yale University. 1932.
, White, L. D. Government and Career Service. University of Chicago.
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